Abstract. Based on the proteus simulation software, the paper realizes the individual timing and separated control on the transportation of Channel A and B with the 8254 counter and 8255 programmable parallel interface. The method of timing plus interruption control is adopted to count the passing time of vehicles in two directions separately, which enables the convenient change of passing times in two directions.
2.Debug Results
After the debug, the light display will be in cycle operation. If the green light of Channel A is interrupted, the red light of Channel A and B will be bright after the switch is pressed. The primary operation situation will be recovered when the switch is regained to Channel A and Channel B.
The results of debug are as follows: Brief description on the debug results:
(1) Figure 1 means Channel A is allowed to pass as there is green light but it is forbidden to pass Channel B as there is red light.
(2) Figure 2 means that the 25s for green light in Channel A is up, the green light turns into yellow light reminding the coming of red light in the direction and red light is still in Channel B to forbid passing.
(3) Figure 3 means that the 5s for yellow light in Channel A is up, it will turn into red light to forbid passing and there is green light in Channel B to allow passing.
(4) Figure 5 -4 means that the 25s for green light in Channel B is up, it turns into yellow light reminding the coming of red light in the direction and red light is still in Channel A to forbid passing.
(5) The 5s is up and the system recovers to the primary state, namely, green light in south-north direction to allow passing and red light in Channel B to forbid passing, as shown in the following Figure. Based on the 60s cycle, the working functions of traffic lights are realized.
(6) In case of emergencies, the button can be pressed to make red light on in both Channel A and Channel B, which is shown as follows: 
3.Summary
The paper conducts examination and simulation on the designed traffic system based on the proteus simulation software. By the simulation exercises, the functions of pins in 8086 chips can be understood more profoundly, such as how to use 8255 programmable parallel interface chips, how to take advantage of 8253 to make timing or output the pulses of certain frequency and how could the 8259 produce maskable interruption, etc. After the comparison between the simulation and the practical wirings and some slight adjustments on the program, the simulative traffic light system is easily built on the experiment box.
